Abstract: Aim of the study is to compare the morphology of inclusions in magnesium alloy, investigated by both computed micro-tomography and light microscopy. Precipitates of denser material are found. The information of the light microscopic studies alone is by far insufficient to conclude on their three-dimensional shape. In contrast, the tomography reveals the full topology in all dimensions. The described inclusions are flake-like and can extend with high aspect ration into one, two or three dimensions.
Introduction
Magnesium alloy is the lightest of the readily available low density metals with suitable mechanical properties for modern devices where weight plays a role and much research is undertaken to engineer those properties for different applications. This can be done through structural refinement by the addition of additives creating nucleation sites during solidification of cast material [1] . On the other hand, segregation takes place leading eventually to inclusions or precipitates with weak mechanical properties [2] [3] [4] . A further problem is the formation of pores when gas cannot escape from the system before solidification [5] .
Microscopic imaging using visual light is one of the most widely used techniques in metallography for the investigation of microstructures down to a micrometer scale. The main drawback, however, evolves from accessing only a two-dimensional, well prepared surface which shows not more than a cross section of three-dimensional structures. Contingently, the surface can be removed layer by layer in order to obtain a depth information. A similar range of size and resolution can be accessed by 3D computed tomography as presented here.
Experiment

Sample Preparation
For the present investigation, we used cast magnesium alloy of composition 96Mg-3Al-1Zn (at.%). The material was produced by direct chill (DC)-casting in an industrial process (Magnesium-Elektron Limited, MEL) and received a solution heat treatment for 12 h at 350 °C. This is a typical procedure to prepare billets for subsequent deformation processes such as extrusion or rolling. A master block of 28×26×80 mm 3 was cut out of the bulk from which all other samples were machined subsequently. A polished surface for optical microscopy of 20×16 mm 2 was prepared from a dedicated cut and a lengthy cylinder with 1.4 mm diameter spark eroded from the vicinity.
Light Microscopy
The optical micrograph Fig. 1 of 500 µm bottom edge length shows in the top part the gray level image as acquired from the microscopy sample. The bottom Fig. 1 shows the same image after treatment with the public domain NIH Image program ImageJ [6, 7] where background has been removed by the rolling-ball method with radius 200 pixels and subsequent adoption of gray levels for higher contrast. Fluctuations in the light gray background indicate the network of grain boundaries. Attention is drawn to the dark appearing structures, such as hollow pores, which appear as round blobs and elongated structures of up to 80 µm lengths as in the center and the bottom of the image. These features will be identified as hollow pores and elongated inclusions. The images look qualitatively similar to earlier findings [8] . On finer length scales strings of sub-micrometer dots arranged in straight lines exist, which are not further discussed here. radiographies. For this purpose, the HST package for high speed tomography based on Fourier inversion was used [10] . The resulting volume data is about 8.5 GB.
Synchrotron Micro-Tomography
Rendering of the 3D map of absorption and segmentation were done through the free software packages Image [6, 11] and the plugin Volume [7] .
Using a linear relationship the absorption values are translated into gray values.
Results and Discussion
A section of a reconstructed volume slice perpendicular to the cylinder axis is given in Fig. 2 , revealing dark, elongated inclusions, proving consistency to Fig. 1 . Light gray concentric rings and streaks are artifacts from the process of acquisition and reconstruction. From the radiograms and in contrast to lighter appearing regions which have been identified as pores (Fig. 3) , the darker contrast of the inclusions indicates higher X-ray absorption and thus precipitation of material with higher atomic number than the Mg matrix alloy. However, it cannot be told so far, whether these precipitates are needle-like or extend into further dimensions.
Much more information is obtained by projections of the volume data into top, side and front view displayed in Fig. 3 , where the average gray levels projected through the whole volume section are shown. The morphology of the inclusions looks significantly different than in Figs. 1 and 2 and reveal that the elongated structures are extended and sometimes linked in knots. Further, light gray blobs appear in the upper right hand corner which are pores, i.e., hollow voids in the metal with less X-ray absorption along the lines of view. The projection is a good representation to obtain an overview into the whole volume, however, according to the total thickness of the projection, more or less background fluctuations accumulate.
Three dimensional rendering of iso-graylevel surfaces are presented in Fig. 4 for different views after successive rotation of the top view in 30° steps around Nucleation and growth of Mg alloy grains takes place during the solidification of the cast process. As the crystallites grow, chemical segregation occurs raising the concentration of heavier elements in the remaining liquid and forming eventually an eutectic, such as Mg-Mg 17 Al 12 [12] , which is then squeezed between the regular shaped Mg grains, solidifying at much lower temperatures. The size and distribution of those precipitates is most important for the resulting mechanical properties of the material [2] [3] [4] .
Conclusions
Precipitates of denser material have been characterized in 3D, which probably form between the grains of magnesium material. They show rod, plate and flake like morphology, depending whether they occur between corners, faces and triple junction grain boundaries. Aspect ratios can be high with thicknesses in the 1 μm range and lateral extension 10 μm to 100 μm.
As an outlook, future investigations could reveal the evolution of such inclusions during thermo-mechanical processing, in particular under in-situ conditions [13] . Further, synchrotron sources and techniques evolve rapidly with resolution down to the nanometer scale or high-energy X-rays with better penetration into heavy or thick material [14] .
